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Banking Automation B U L L E T I N

Are Chinese ATM
manufacturers a
threat to Diebold
Nixdorf and NCR?
The Bulletin has discussed on many occasions the role that China is playing in
driving the global ATM market, but has spent less time analysing individual Chinese
manufacturers. Local suppliers have continued to gain market share in China,
partly because of their competitive pricing, but at least as importantly because of
regulations requiring banks to purchase an increasing share of their equipment from
domestic manufacturers.
Guangzhou-based GRG Banking is the best known of the Chinese manufacturers
– it has been producing ATMs since 1999, and is now the 5th largest manufacturer
in terms of ATMs installed around the world. 88% of its ATMs are found in its
home market, but it has nearly 9,000 units in Iran, and at least 900 in India, South
Africa, Turkey and Vietnam. Two other Chinese manufacturers have quietly been
gaining share – Yihua, the world’s 7th largest, and Kingteller, the 9th. All three
Chinese manufacturers have been growing their ATM installed bases by more than
20% per year over the past four years.
RBR is often asked if the Chinese suppliers are a threat to the large western
manufacturers Diebold Nixdorf and NCR. Both companies have continued to expand
their global presence, but only slowly in recent years. They have certainly been
impacted by the Chinese manufacturers; however, primarily by limiting opportunities
in the key Chinese market, rather than by taking share off them in other countries. The
modest recent installed base growth of the western manufacturers has more to do
with the challenges of expanding a large base – the recently formed Diebold Nixdorf
has over a million ATMs deployed around the world – and with changes to branch
networks in the more mature retail banking markets in Europe and North America.
Will Chinese manufacturers be a greater threat going forward? There is no question
that all ATM manufacturers, and not just western ones, are under constant pressure
to reduce the cost of their machines, but this does not automatically mean lowercost suppliers have an advantage. RBR’s research has consistently shown that
western banks view cost as only one of their purchasing criteria, with issues such as
reliability, service and support being at least as important.
The greatest threat to western ATM suppliers does not come from China, but
from the rapidly changing retail banking sector. These changes are by no means all
negative, and increasing complexity plays to their strengths, but require suppliers
that are able to adapt. This is the real challenge facing Diebold Nixdorf and NCR.
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Banking Automation
Regular topics include:
• ATM hardware and software
• Biometrics
• Branch transformation
• Cash usage and management
• Contactless and mobile payments
• Deposit and recycling
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• Interchange and merchant fees
• ISO/IAD activity
• Merchant acquiring and EFTPOS
• Non-cash payments
• Omni-channel integration
• Outsourcing and managed services
• Payment card issuance and processing
• Payment systems
• Regulatory developments
• Security and fraud
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• Independent and authoritative insights
from industry experts
• Detailed country profiles including proprietary
ATM and cards market data in every issue
• Exclusive extracts from RBR’s industry-leading
market research reports
• Comprehensive industry conference diary
• Read by senior executives in over 100
countries worldwide
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• Self-service banking
• Teller automation
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